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Employee and customer protection solutions
Manage the flow of people and prevent infections
We are facing unique social challenges. The coronavirus is currently requiring everyone to radically rethink social
distance and physical contact in everyday life. For the retail sector this also represents an enormous challenge in terms
of protecting employees and customers appropriately. The current situation demands practical solutions that can be
implemented quickly. We have identified Wanzl solutions that can help you to protect your employees and customers.

Additional applications for mobile
queuing posts:
› Queue management in the fruit and
vegetable departments, fresh food
counters and bakery shops.

Mobile queuing posts
CREATING CUSTOMER
WAITING AREAS AND
STOPPING POINTS
with mobile barriers

Our mobile queuing posts limit the risk of infection for customers and employees at information desks.
Information signs remind customers to adhere to the required minimum and safety distances. In addition,
similar to airport passport control areas, customer waiting zones can be cordoned off and clearly defined
stopping points created. This allows customer flows to be managed in a targeted way, ensures a safe
distance between customers and minimises the risk of infection.

MOBILE BARRIERS
for demarcating waiting areas and
information signs for maintaining
social distance
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Checkout barriers

Partitions and protective screens

Our mechanical or electronic checkout barriers
are generally used to prevent theft at non-staffed
checkouts. However, they can also be used
effectively for creating the required social distance.
The barriers are placed at the beginning of the checkout area for this purpose. The checkout conveyor belt
is released for use by just one customer at a time.
This ensures that there is only one customer at the
checkout conveyor belt or area at a time.

Wanzl partitions assist in separating spaces
and areas effectively and safely, allowing
customer flows to be managed and guided in
sales areas in a targeted way.
In the checkout area, plexiglass protective
screens are used for saliva and sneezing
protection between customers and checkout
staff. This effectively minimises the risk of
droplet infection.

EFFECTIVE USE OF CHECKOUT BARRIERS
to ensure social distance in the checkout area

RAILIX
partitions
MAINTAINING SOCIAL DISTANCE:
the checkout area and the checkout conveyor belt
is only released for use by the next customer once
the previous customer has finished their transaction

Customer counting
In order to minimise the risk of infection, the
number of customers who may be in the store
at any one time is limited in certain stores.
Our video-based customer counting system
with excellent counting accuracy provides
precise data for this purpose.
A screen at the entrance area informs
customers about the number of shoppers in
the store and whether access is currently
possible. If the maximum permitted number
of shoppers is in the store, access is only
granted once a customer leaves the store.
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STEREOSCOPIC CAMERA

CUSTOMER FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT

Two-dimensional detection for reliable counting at entrances/exits

Reliable counting at entrances and exits with stereoscopic camera
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Additional Wanzl solutions
Cleaning service for shopping trolleys,
hand baskets and rolling
baskets

Hygiene wipe dispenser
Our robust hygiene stands keep disinfection wipes in
a dispenser ready for use by customers to disinfect their
hands. The used wipes are disposed of directly in the
integrated waste bin.

Cleanliness and hygiene are more important now
than ever! We would be pleased to perform the
professional and hygienic cleaning of your shopping
and transport trolleys for you, as well as the
disinfection of your hand and rolling baskets.
Wanzl Services also include maintenance and
repair services with original spare parts.
This gives customers an even more positive
impression and feeling of safety.

Waste bin with lid
Sturdy upright metal waste bin with foot pedal
for opening the lid.
Extremely hygienic, as no touching is required.

Shopping trolleys
There is currently a sharp increase in demand
for everyday products in many places.
Often there are not enough shopping trolleys
available for this.
We would be pleased to be of assistance and
provide shopping trolleys on short notice on
loan or for purchase.

Service tower with waste bin
Service tower for the provision of tear-off bags
and storage for brochures or disposable glove boxes.
A large waste bin and an information sign for hygiene
information with a heavy base plate to ensure stability
are also included.

Please get in touch with us –
we will find suitable solutions for you.

Advertising insert for Promobox Plus

Bag and glove dispenser

Our advertising insert “Please respect social
distance” for Wanzl’s Promobox Plus reminds
customers to adhere to the required social
distancing in order to prevent infection
while shopping.

Sturdy metal dispenser for the provision of disposable
gloves and plastic bags for hygienic removal and protected
transportation of fresh products.

2m

Please respect social distance!
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Additional Wanzl solutions
BakeOff® 2.1 / 3.0

Sigma Present

The fresh produce displays for baked goods, BakeOff 2.1 and BakeOff 3.0, are exemplary when it comes to hygiene.
The baked goods are clearly visible but protected behind glass panes that provide protection from saliva and
sneezing. In the 3.0 generation, the baked goods are even located behind completely closed hygiene flaps.

Due to the increase in customer demand,
many stores require more space on the sales
floor. With the outdoor sales shelters such as
Sigma and Alpha Present, parts of the product
range can be placed in outdoor areas.
This opens up valuable free space in the store that
can be used for displaying the products that are more
important at this time.

Staff facilities
Retail employees are facing particularly difficult challenges during the current crisis and the associated heavy
workload. Ideally, staff facilities where employees can enjoy their time and find the necessary peace and quiet
should be available.
Wanzl Shop Solutions plans and implements attractive staff facilities that promote a good working atmosphere,
encourage relaxation and show employees that they are appreciated.
We would also be pleased to plan new recreation and relaxation facilities for your employees!

Product display
Some product ranges are currently in high
demand. Place these on the end caps to
encourage impulse buying. Our mobile product
display holds heavy product ranges and can
also be used as a sales combination with
bargain tables or Euro pallets.
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GREAT BRITAIN
Wanzl Ltd.
Europa House
Heathcote Lane
Warwick CV34 6SP
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Wanzl Australia Pty. Ltd.
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